In these areas be placed in courses, Dugan was one of two faculty members hired to train faculty from academic disciplines to teach developmental writing and critical thinking. In 1976, they developed BAS 101 College Writing, the first writing course, and the first required course of any kind, offered at Stockton. Over half of the fifteen sections of BAS 101 were taught by faculty members from such programs as Chemistry, Environmental Science, Business Law, and Economics who had gone through three weeks of summer workshops on how to teach writing to unskilled incoming freshmen. Students were given full college credit for this course, and faculty taught it in place of the General Studies obligation. In 1976, faculty was also trained in holistic scoring so that it could read and evaluate the more than 1,000 placement essays. Thus, faculty was involved in the writing process from the beginning: teaching and testing writing were college-wide academic activities. Participating in reading placement essays gave faculty a sense of their own expertise, a sense that they could achieve consensus, a sense that they knew what good writing was.

In 1981, a Faculty Writing Task Force met and proposed a comprehensive writing program. It was built on the foundations of cross-college faculty participation in the BAS and WAC programs and expanded to cover students throughout the four years of college. To mobilize more intensive faculty involvement once the comprehensive writing program was passed, two-week faculty writing institutes were conducted in the summers of 1982, 1983, and 1984. The faculty participants were paid $500 for their participation and met for eight hours a day. The forty-five faculty members who went through the training period now form a guiding nucleus that can be depended upon to help train other faculty.

According to Dugan, since 1978 all incoming freshmen have been required to take the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Test. It is a four-hour test, consisting of several parts: tests of computational skills, tests of algebraic skills, reading comprehension, sentence sense, and a twenty-minute essay test. The state requires all public institutions to administer the test as part of their data collection, but it does not require Stockton to use the results. The faculty uses the essay portion of the test for placement purposes, though it has expressed some dissatisfaction: Twenty minutes is not considered enough time, the annual topic is often found stunning in its dullness, and the turnaround time that elapses between the test and the receipt of scores is felt to be too long.

The New Jersey Department of Higher Education also mandates pre- and post-testing in developmental writing classes. Some New Jersey State and County schools use the New Jersey essay as the post-test, but Stockton does not. At Stockton, students are given the topics in advance to figure out which topic they would prefer, to organize their thoughts, to gather evidence, and to talk to others. They cannot bring notes or drafts with them when they write the essay. They have one hour to write. All essays are read together at the end of the semester. The identifying information includes the grade received in the writing course, who the student is or whether they are reading a pre-test or a post-test. The third test is the Junior Writing Test. Faculty felt that one more opportunity was needed to evaluate the level of competence at the junior level. Students who qualify for the test are required to take it. They then take writing courses during the junior and senior years. In this way, writing is continued throughout the four years at Stockton. A packet of materials is distributed to those attending the session—a brochure describing the Stockton Writing Program, a lengthy document entitled "Writing at Stockton," and a statistical study called "Performance on the Fall 1985 Junior Writing Test"—are available by mail from Dugan.

---

PEER ASSESSMENT OF WRITING

Speakers: John Bean, Montana State University
Mark Waldo, Montana State University

Introduction/Recorder: Lynette Rahn, University of Akron, Ohio

After a brief overview by John Bean, Director of Writing at Montana State University, Mark Waldo, Director of the Writing Center, began his talk by taking a strong stand for writing centers that teach drill-and-fill-in exercises, slides, tapes, and workbooks. He also took to task those critics who feel that writing centers have not effectively dealt with the writing crisis and those who see these labs as places to go only for help with mechanics. Writing centers, Waldo feels, suffer from an image problem, even though in recent years there has been an adjustment of some negative perceptions.

Waldo described the model in place at Montana State University. Neither a grammar garage nor a comma clinic, he said, the writing center at his university maintains a tutorial staff of thirty-five that comprises instructors of the freshman English program, professional tutors with at least bachelor's degrees, and trained student tutors. All use the students' own writing along with the to become more effective writers. Waldo underscored the inquiry method and dialogue as the means of aiding them fact that the Center is not a hub for remedial attention. Rather, students are active participants in the process of writing. They respond to questions by readers/listeners which only they, as writers, can answer. Asking questions that relate directly to the experiences of the writers, tutors engage in dialogues with student-writers that often last the duration of the first session, thirty-five to forty minutes. At a later meeting, tutor and tutee shape the details elicited in such conversations to fit the assignment. The strength of the inquiry method is seen in its effectiveness in evaluating overall strengths and weaknesses of an essay, in solving coherence problems, and in identifying diction, syntax, and even mechanics and usage problems as they occur.

Waldo also pointed to some problems in this method of working with students. The primary one is the artificiality inherent in this mode of communication, which, coupled with having to wait for responses, makes some tutors uncomfortable. Tutees who go to the writing center to get answers may feel frustrated when, instead, they meet with questions. Another problem is that a student who takes a graded paper to the Center for evaluation may want justification for the grade assigned. However, in such instances tutors give only their own evaluations and do not attempt to speak for classroom teachers. Sup—
porters of the inquiry method feel that its advantages strongly outweigh its disadvantages, mainly because it puts the student writer at the center of his composing process, actively engaging him and obliging him to take responsibility for his writing.

Waldo reported that student testimony supports Montana State's approach to assisting students as they write. Students feel more at ease, they are more confident, and they feel satisfied with taking responsibility for their work. Student testimony also indicates that the Writing Center personnel sought an empirical method for evaluating the effectiveness of their tutorial help. To that end, 140 randomly selected students were anonymously tracked through the 1984-85 school year, with the following results: On a twelve-point scale for a three-essay average, the grade average for students who had not attended the Writing Center was 7.5; the grade average for the same number of essays of students attending the Writing Center was 8.3, a difference equivalent to half a letter grade. In a university that does not use plus and minus grades, Waldo pointed out, that difference often translates into a full letter grade (C to B).

The results, though gratifying, did not show a clear causal relationship, because the selection process did not take into account the two groups most likely to use the facility, motivated strong writers and less secure basic writers. Nor did the experiment demonstrate conclusive proof, because a control group had not been used. For these reasons, another, more scientific, experiment was designed and implemented with a construction engineering student population. With the professor's cooperation, a class was divided into two groups—one control and one experimental—comprising randomly selected students. Papers were scored by an independent grader. Those visiting the Center scored eight points higher on their first papers than those who did not attend. On the second paper, attendance at the Writing Center was required of the group denied access during the writing of the first paper. Positive findings again resulted: Students attending received grades on their papers averaging nine points higher than their papers received when they had not attended the Center. The statistics compiled thus revealed a strong correlation between Center visits and improved scores on written papers. Waldo believes this empirical data supports the hypothesis that Writing Center tutors do intervene effectively in the writing process and that the Writing Center, indeed, does work.

The second presentation of the session was given by John Bean, who discussed Writing Across the Curriculum, specifically as it exists in a 700-student freshman psychology course at Montana State University. Funded by a FIPSE grant (1981-83), the course, along with other core courses, incorporates writing assignments into the class format. Undergraduate facilitators (junior and senior psychology majors) grade written assignments, which are either journal entries (four fifteen-minute entries per week for eight weeks) or short essays (two-page responses) to problems designed to help students master key concepts. Student facilitators establish grading criteria via morning sessions in which they select anchor papers and practice grading. They also tutor students during the drafting process, and they report that participation in the morning sessions significantly enhances their tutorial skills.

Bean believes that the system in place is quite effective. Students feel that they are critical thinkers and active participants in their education. Goals include such things as learning to ask the kinds of questions psychologists ask, developing a knowledge base about psychology, learning how psychologists try to answer questions, understanding why psychologists may disagree, learning how to think and to conduct an argument, and experiencing changes in the role learner. Guided journal tasks are similar to the following examples from Bean's handout:

**Task 17:** Do dogs and cats think? Start making notes toward a dialogue between two people who disagree on this issue. Have one person try to explain dog and cat behavior in terms of operant conditioning only. Have another argue that social and/or cognitive learning might also be needed to explain certain animal behaviors.

**Task 18:** Write about anything that you want to that is related to this course.

**Task 21:** In your own words, explain why a learned behavior is less resistant to extinction if it is reinforced regularly rather than occasionally. Give hypothetical examples different from those in the text.

Bean discussed the following example of an essay assignment, which is typical of those for the course. Students are presented with a prompt describing a situation wherein a student has written to his grandmother requesting financial aid. The essay assignment is to help the reader understand why the student is requesting financial aid by answering specific questions. The assignment requires students to assume the role of the grandson writing to his grandmother about the situation and providing a reason for the request. This assignment helps students develop writing skills by having them write an essay that reflects their understanding of the situation and their ability to express their ideas effectively. Additional information about the writing itself related to the course is also provided, which helps students improve their writing skills by providing feedback on their work and offering suggestions for improvement.